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G: con semisimple real alggp

(e.g G= PSLzIR, PSLcIXPSLIR, PSLaIR)

↑(G discrete, Zariski dense

G4
&
I N mayhorosphere

is

"What are N-iny ergodic
measures?"



IHorocycle flow on hyp surfaces

((=9x =(x.,x2))x2)03ds = d
2H= IRUS0}

geodesics

E Isom" (H = PSLzIR

TC =PSLIR
↑

geodesic ( tz

This flow
at=(%e)

g+

a
horocycle 7) n =(b)
flow

gt

S



↑<PSLzIR discrete (torsion - free)

S = p* hyp surface

T'(S) = pF'IY = PSLall p

F N =9(6+)(+ t11)
horocyclic subge

The (Furstenberg 1973) ⒔
↑<PSLeRR cocpt latfice

The N-action on MSLIR is
uniquely ergodic.
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I.e., 7! N-inx (locfinite & Borel)

measure on SLIR
1= Haar measure)

I. G con semi-simple real alggp.

Ex)pG = PSLeRxPSLzIR

&G = PSLyIR d>2

Let N<G horospherical
if I diagonalizable atG st

N = 9gtGl limaga" =e}
sK+ N



EX)
Δ G = PSLIRXPSLaIR

N =()xsea, seux(), (t) +(t
up to conjugation

② G =PSLyIR

IdN =

ETEx d.x..tarT

up to conjugation



N max horospherical subgp
Juniq. up to conj.

Ex) Δ N = (!() x (6 (P) < PSLIRXPSLIR

② N = (6) < PSLaIR

Thm (Veach 1974)
↑CG copt lattice

The N-action on is

uniquely ergodic.
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G
Any N-inv measure on

p
is Hear measure.

Thm (Dani 1978 for G=pdtof rankofps
1981 G= general (

P<G lattice

8

Any N-inv ergodic measure on to
is algebraic/homogeneous,

I.e., Econ closed subgp N<H<G

* 3.t 8 is an H-iny measure
--

dona closed H-orbit in -

II
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my
Dani's conjecture: finite

r

Any invariant ergodic measure

Gfor a unipotent subsp on

p
is homogeneous.

·measure theoretic counterpart of Raghunathan's
conj. on orbit closures for unip subsp action

proved by Rather 1991.

Q: What can we say about

N-inlymeasures on
loc. finite&finite

F

when vol(() =0?
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#

P<PSLIR discrete

z.dense

#

ef (Limit set of 4

X = Accumulation pts of PCO)

12
· O

↑ - -

& - &

·

U(O)
-

*
.

A

uniq -min subset of CH2

N-iny
If NFCH", I many "trivial" measures

on SLaIR
M
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If g
t

X,
IH2 MHE

⑥totgt
Eg)N= IR

IgJN = N =1R

dt F: N-iny measure on

Set

Ev =9tg)-()g+ NY ·The
= Union of all hoocycles based on N

·closed N-iny subset in
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Q: Is there Unique Ergodicity
for the N-action on Ep?

kef P<PSLzIR convex cocompact

if core(pLINY) =MyHull compact
~---SEE/TM

Thm (Burger 1990, Roblin 2003)
↑<PSLzIR convex copt

The N-action on Ex=<5931gTeNY
is uniquely ergodic. 9



z! N-inx measure on Ep(C(*)
-Burger-Roblin measure.

* O

Patterson-Sullivan
↑ - -

1979
& - &

N

·

U(O)
-

=!P-contmeasuret
Ups
on NCP:convex copt)

↑-iny measure on G =</p x P P=(-1) =AN

=>w1 x P

**P

Burger
-Roblin measureBR-Upsxdp.

supported on

3
=9(g)-1gp -NY

gt
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Main feature of Convex copt gps
in the Unique Ergodicity

N =A conical
of the N-action on Ep

ga+

·oT
Any geodesic ray toward 3eN

is rearrent to a cpt subset

in

S4 = Rp: Recurrent set for the good. How

stepSLIR) LimsupNgat I

I



The (Roblin 2003, Winter 2015)

G: simple (R-alg gp rankG=1

↑<G convex cocompact

N-action on Ep is uniq.erg.

(BR-measure is the uniq (
N-invmeas on Ep

8: Higher rank s
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IH.G: con semisimple real alg gp.

↑<G discrete & E. dense

u (

Limit set of i

· p =minimal parabolic subsp of G
I
- max. horospherical subse

MANN
max IR-splittorus dim(LieA)-ranKG

· F: G/p Furstenberg boundary of G/F

· Cartan decomposition Ot< LieA

G = K expat k pos. Weyl chamber

·projection G-n+ g1xM1g)

g- kexpa(g) K
"Vector-valued distance" 13



ExOG = PSLRRXPSL_ID = Isom (IHx (HY

p =(**)+(*) A =yetty)+((x))
Cp = B'x B' = cHxC/H

=

x+ =9(t,,tn))t.,t>,04>x=11+a
+

&G = PSWdIR

p =(.) A=9(.et)(s+i =03
G/p = Space of full flags in IR

&+ = 9(t, ..., tell t.3tz].3 to 3
Iti=0

setof M Of G/k

F = xp > =Accumulatim pts of

↑(O) in "F"

=

Uniq +-min subset
of F
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G= 9I9JENG/ spcX3,
uniq pmin,

subset of

ot

For each VER+ -04,

r-directional recurrent subset
R(V)=<1g]t/limsup Tgexp(tx) #d]

t+ + 8

P-invariant Borel subset of Ep

If P<G cocpt, R(V) = ↑ UV.

Q: Is there Unique Ergodicity for N-action
on RCU) for certain class of discrete subsps?
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H=9x1 ..., dry set of all simple roots
rankG (v = vank-G)

OL E IR
U 1x (d,(u), ..., dr(U))

Det A finitely gen. ICG is

Anosov (w.r.t π (

if IT, Hlword) - (P, <j0M) V=
Q.I

=C., 231 st Vrfi,

(C,1x1 +() > di(M(r) >, c."(21- C

Labourie 2006

Guichard-Wienhard 2012

Kapovich - Leeb - Porti 2014

If rankG = 1, AnosoUE (P. 11) O(No, d)
Riem

I convex copt. metric
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X

Anosov
subaps

X

X

Convex copt in rank 1 X
X

Higher
cocpt lattices rank

in rank I irr. Lattices

Hitchin
Schottky

subgPP self-

gps joinings

Ex) self-joining

& <PSLaIR cocpt lattice

--> Teich() ( 9:E-> PSLzIR
disc faithful

ze= (1dxf)(z)
=9(8,9(8)) (8t1} < PSLIRXPSLR

Anosor.
In



Anosor subsps in G = tHGi rankGi
are self-joinings of Convex Cocptaps.

2 t.g ti: 2 - G: convexcop
rep

with finite Ker.

x = (ti)(z)
= 9(9.(8), ..., fr(8) 18t5} < G

Anosov

z.d
Higher-rank analogues of <G discrete

Burger-Roblin measures on Ep=StgJf/gp-N

G = G/px P

xp mBRErOdp
limit set ⑮
of T V: Fconf

measure onNg



Let The limit come of T

2
theasymptoticcorestart
ita

convex cone with int2#o Benoist 94

For any unit vector at Inte,
Quint constructed a P-conf
measure on on N

IPCInt1) -> SP-conf. measures by
u + Uw

on N

Ex) If "<G copt, Un= Leb. measure on F=G
VUtInt1 = IntR
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M: Ansoy, I dense

classification of P-conformal measures

Thi (Lee -0.2020)

IP (Inte) homere Sall 4-conf measures 3
2/

on N

IrankG-1
Ul> Vu

Mutually singular to each other

G =G/pxP
For each direction UE IMI, Xx P

mBR- UwQdp:P quasi-in
measure on Ep

A I

Burger-Robin measure. ↑ EgSt*I SPENY
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Ergodicity of Burger-Roblin measures

Thm (Lee -0.2020) HE IntL

(1) Each MMBR is MN-ergodic

(2) I1 <k=k(P) <[P:poJ = IM: M]

MBR has precisely k# of N-erg comp.

Ex. If M is connected, (e.g pat of rank one gps (
Center- free

then
MBR is N-ergodic.

&

21
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For each unit nt MT,

Ru = the n-directional recurrent set
=9Eg]tp/ limsuprgexp(tu)+

↓P-inx Borel subset of Ep

Rank dichotomy on the relation between
BR & R,

Thi (Burger-Landesberg-Lee - 0.2021)

·If rankG <30 UE IntL,

Ru is coull for MBR

· In all other cases, i.e., rankG34

or "Inte or n#Y,

Rx is hull for MBR
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Unique Ergodicity on Ru

Thm (Landesberg-Lee- Lindenstrauss -0.
2021

G =pdt ofenterfree gps =tGi
↑< G Anosor (= self-joining gps)(

· If v <3, FUE In+1,

MBR is the uniq N-inv
measure supported on Su

· Otherwise, i.e. if 34 or UInt1,

No N-iny measure supported
on Ru
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